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“Laura stopped to catch her breath at the top of the stairs
on Broadway East, rubbing her cold hands. She noticed
the snowdrops and purple crocuses poking through last
fall’s shriveled leaves, and she hoped for spring and warm
weather. No more snow. She hated snow.
And she hated feeling powerless—”
— ROXANA ARAMA, “Extreme Vetting”
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ROXANA ARAMA BRINGS CORRUPTION AND MURDER
TO SEATTLE IN DEBUT THRILLER, “EXTREME VETTING”
Ooligan Press Publishes First Thriller

[PORTLAND, Ore., October 31, 2022] — Ooligan Press, a small independent press based in Portland, Oregon,
is publishing its first legal thriller, “Extreme Vetting,” on February 7, 2023.
An immigration lawyer fights to keep her client from being deported and losing his family. But those who
want him gone will stop at nothing—including murder.
Seattle, Washington, 2019. Attorney and single mom Laura Holban is an immigrant herself, guiding clients
through a Kafkaesque system of ever-changing rules, where overworked judges make life‑shattering decisions in minutes. Laura’s newest client is Emilio Ramirez, who was arrested in front of his sons at their high
school and thrown in detention.
When Laura files for Emilio’s asylum, the world turns upside down. False criminal charges prevent his release,
someone is following his family and an ICE prosecutor threatens to revoke Laura’s U.S. citizenship. None of
it makes sense — until she uncovers a deadly conspiracy involving ICE, stolen data and human trafficking.
Now the man at the center of it all is coming after Laura and Emilio, who must find a way to survive — and
keep their families safe.
“As a Guatemalan-American who grew up nomadically, I found it refreshing to read a novel with protagonists originally from Guatemala and Romania who have chosen to become Americans—Americans who
prove themselves to be extraordinarily brave while trying to lead regular lives.” — ELIZABETH LIANG,
award-winning creator of “Alien Citizen: An Earth Odyssey”
“Extreme Vetting” creates a direct focus on immigration, its impact on families and the corruption of the
immigration system that is relevant to today’s spotlight on the issue. This story includes a diverse cast of
characters that represents current society and reaches audiences interested in diversity and social justice.
Roxana Arama is a Romanian American author with a master of fine arts in creative writing from Goddard
College. She studied computer science in Bucharest, Romania, and moved to the United States to work in
software development. Her short stories and essays have been published in several literary magazines.
“Extreme Vetting” is her first novel. She lives in Seattle with her family. More at https://roxanaarama.com/.
Ooligan Press is a student-run publishing press rooted in the Pacific Northwest. They are dedicated to the
next generation of authors and prioritize literary equity and inclusion.
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For more information, to receive a review copy or to arrange an interview with Roxana Arama, contact
Ashley Lockard, Ooligan Press, by email at ashley.lockard@ooliganpress.pdx.edu.
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